Goliath Packaging Systems

Our Strength is our Quality

Goliath End of Line Automation
VI-400 Versatile Intermittent Motion Bag
Maker
Offering a host of bag styles up to 400 mm wide and 500 mm long
in a single stroke, the VI 400 is a high-performance form fill and
seal machine that offers the flexibility of open modular design - at
an affordable price. The fast-action stepper jaw boasts 90 bags per
minutes.
Flexible and functional, the VI 400 offers all the benefits of its
smaller VI 250 cousin. This bagger packs incredible speed,
efficiency and economy into an ultimate packaging powerhouse!
And the result? An accuracy and user friendly machine which
brings satisfation to your packaging needs!

Speed
Minimum: 5 BPM Maximum: 90 BPM *
Minimum

Maximum

Width

60 mm

400 mm

Length

60 mm

500 mm

Block bottom

70 x 30 mm

240 x 140 mm

Bag styles:
Pillow, block bottom, gusset, Quad seal (4-Corners sealed), Doypack, with euroslot, with carry-out handle,
brick bag, reclosable with Zipper, …
*Note: Actual speeds are dependent on the product characteristics and quality, film quality, operator,
product in-feed and ambient conditions. Actual speeds will be confirmed upon trials with original film and
product
Construction:
Drive:
Pull belts:
Machine dimensions:
Electrical requirements:
Air requirements:
Film reel:
Control system:

Stainless steel
Main drive (cross jaws): stepper motor
Frequency controlled AC drive
1350 mm wide x 2200 mm deep x 2100 mm high 980 kg
400V, 3 phase, 50Hz or 480 V, 3 phase, 60Hz or 220, single phase,
50/60HZ 6 kVA
6 bars (0,6 Mpa), dry and oil free air 1,2 NL / cycle
Max. outside diameter 400 mm, Ø75 mm core
Siemens S7-300 or Allen Bradley Colour touch screen panel
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